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CHC - A conceptual approach to sustainable & scalable
Digital Infrastructure
To increase Digitalization and the shift to a carbon-neutral society are two major challenges of
today's world. The solution to both challenges share the same requirement: the creation of the
most advanced and efficient infrastructure possible.
The CHC (Combined Heat and Compute) system is a holistic concept for data centers to suit the
requirements of digital society while corresponding to the challenges in the energy system. Like a
CHP plant (Combined Heat and Power), a CHC co-produces two necessities combined in a more
efficient design. This paper outlines the core principles of the CHC and a set of options for a practical
approach.

A visual example of a well integrated and modern facility.
The concept of the CHC rests on the following core principles:
• Nothing should be wasted: Heat re-usage, maximizing server utilization & combining available
technologies to increase efficiency
• Fully integrated: Locations that integrate well with existing energy & telecommunications
infrastructure as well as the urban landscape.
• Scalable in both directions: Functional and cost-efficient at any size - from small data centers of
just a few racks to larger data center facilities.
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Two trends combined
The CHC benefits from two major trends

A Brief History of CHPs

that we find in the energy and IT sector.

1 - Fossil free and efficient
electricity/heat generation
Energy from renewable sources is one of the
keys to a sustainable future. Today the
energy sector is already working to reduce
its carbon-emissions to zero. A major
challenge is the production of heat from
renewable energies, today around 45% CO2-

“A CHP which is short for "Combined Heat and Power" generates
electrical power and heat in one process which allows fuel

emissions in the energy sector come from

utilization rates of up to 87%. While the technical basis for CHPs

heat production (Germany 2013, PwC

exists almost as long as power generation the penetration of such

Study). To reduce the emissions from fossil

plants varied greatly depending on location and time. There were

fuels, coal- & gas-fired plants will have to
be replaced by alternative solutions, e.g. that

several uprises of the CHP over the last century. Increased
technical optimization, environmental and economical effort lifted
the concept back into modern energy infrastructure together with

convert electricity from renewable sources

corresponding regulation changes. For instance, the "KWK"

such as Wind & Solar into heat.

regulation in Germany from 2002 drove additional incentive and
enabled CHPs to be economically attractive at variable scales.

At the same time electricity form Solar
(photovoltaic)

&

Wind

introduce

Today CHPs are without doubt the technologically and
economically desired standard in circular process energy
production.”(Source, GE)

fluctuating generation to the electricity
system, power can not be generated at-will any more, but becomes increasingly dependent on the
weather. Storing energy is one common but difficult solution, another approach is to sync the
consumption of power with it's production, a concept known as demand-response.
Renewable electricity and heat generation are part of the ongoing effort to decarbonize the energy
system.

2 - Emerging digital services and the Internet of Things are set to
demand low latency
As digital services grow amongst society, the demand for larger and more advanced digital
infrastructure grows as well. New technologies such as advanced simulations, artificial intelligence
and machine learning as well as new forms of digital entertainment, require additional capacities.
Many of these services rely on a seamless user experience that in turn relies on extremely low
response times for inquiries to the internet (e.g. real time parking space, or Amazon’s Alexa). To meet
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the requirements of these services, a low latency infrastructure is needed. A key measure to reduce
latency is to shift to so called edge data centers that are located close to where the data traffic comes
to be.
In conjunction, there is a shift towards low latency, high bandwidth consumption and high
computational demand. These applications demand a more distributed infrastructure with locations
closer to the consumer, mobile & fiber networks and more power-intensive data centers.

The practical approach of a Combined Heat and Compute
(CHC) system
There is a large set of available technologies & solutions that fit the concept of the CHC, some of
which have already been implemented across data centers. However, the majority of these
implementations are focused on a specific problem-area within a single data center facility, such as
cooling or server utilization.
The CHC is a holistic approach combining a multitude of the available technologies to find the most
economically & ecologically feasible solution. Further, a set of federated CHCs spread over multiple
locations should create network effects, enhancing the efficiency of each individual CHC within a
federation. The following overview does not aim to provide a comprehensive analysis but rather
provide an overview & starting point for consideration, discussion and further research.

Waste Heat Recovery
Technically 100% of electrical energy in data centers is converted into heat. It is the fundamental
process of silicon chips and other silicon-made components such as flash disks. Modern cooling
technologies already allow heat recovery rates of 85% of the electrical input energy and can therefore
provide heat to homes, public buildings and others. While the argument of "low temperature" in data
center waste heat has remained for a long time, recent progress with liquid-cooling technologies now
allow flow temperatures to reach levels of 50-60°C at the outbound interface of the facility. (Example
Cloud & Heat)
Such a temperature level is suitable for integration into modern heating systems, e.g. inside buildings
or existing high-temperature district heating grids (with the use of additional heat pumps) as well as
recently emerging low-temperature heating grids for example in Denmark. The decreasing cost of
available liquid-cooling technology and an increased focus from a chip-cooling perspective (e.g.
Google TPUs) is further accelerating this development. (EU Factsheet)
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Applying waste heat recovery technology on data centers allows to produce heat without an additional
carbon footprint since the electricity is consumed anyway. Especially in moderate (e.g. Germany,
USA, Netherlands, UK, Switzerland) and northern climate zones (e.g. Scandinavia, Canada) this can
supply carbon neutral heat to buildings such as offices and homes.
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Renewable Power Supply
By switching to renewable power supply in combination with waste heat recovery the data center can
even make a shift from purely reducing its carbon footprint to becoming completely climate neutral in
operation and contributing to the displacement of fossil fuels in the heating sector. Many data center
operators are already adapting renewable energy supply either due to internal (Corporate Social
Responsibility) or external pressure (image, environmental organizations).
However, electricity from renewable sources is not abundantly available. Operators can purchase
certifiates to eliminate their carbon footprint or they build the electricity production facility
themselves. (Example). A CHC is optimally powered via direct renewable energy supply coming e.g.
from Power Purchase Agreements with operators of renewable energy assets to incentivize further
expansion of renewables.

Energy Demand Response
Digital Infrastructure as a whole is a fast-growing consumer of electricity with a large impact on the
electrical grid at some locations, especially near urban areas (e.g. in the so-called FLAP region,
Frankfurt, London, Amsterdam and Paris). The impact is mainly caused by a strong increase (often in
the 5-80 MW range) local demand which worsens grid congestions and a permanently high base load
(Source). Instead of being a challenge for the electricity grids, data centers have the potential to
positively contribute to balancing supply and demand as well as to support the further expansion of
renewable energy sources.
A CHC can actively support balancing the fluctuating supply of renewable energy by adjusting its
own power demand, thus participating in the so-called 'demand-response' schemes. Technically, one
way to accomplish this is by utilizing existing power-redundancy infrastructure such as
Uninterruptable-Power-Supply (UPS) systems or even by shifting IT workloads in time and location
through a federated network of CHCs. From the electrical grid operators perspective this would look
like a battery and could be a significant contribution for the stability & balance of the electricity grid.
(Source)

Increased server utilization
While optimizing data centers from the hardware side is an effective and quick improvement, a large
untapped potential lies in the low utilization rates of servers we see today. Virtualization technology
has contributed to improve the utilization rate within a single data center, however looking at the
global average utilization rate, it is often as low as 14-40% (Berkeley Energy Lab, 2016)
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This means that most the computing resources in a data center are not fully utilized while still
consuming power and negatively impacting the economic performance of the facility. A CHC actively
steers the utilization of individual severs, increasing the return-on-investment for the asset owner as
well as making better use of the resources provided (e.g. rare metals inside the servers and the power
itself).
One possible solution is offering unused computing resources during low demand times so that thirdparties can utilize at reduced costs via conceptual 'spot' markets, modelled after existing commodity
markets. Large public cloud providersoffer this already internally via Spot Instances where a costumer
can make a bid on computing resources via a negative auction and is allocating the resources at the
desired price when they are available, and no other higher bidder is found. Another potential approach
is to shift IT workloads within a federated cluster of CHCs, concentrating the workloads in one
location, allowing the other locations to be fully or partially shut down, preserving power or
contributing to power grid balance.
Both approaches could lead to an increased utilization rate of the servers, making better use of
resources and increases the financial performance of the asset.

Dedicated property development
To realize these potential synergies, a CHC requires to be well integrated into an Ecosystem. This can
only be possible by finding or developing the right property. Currently two parallel trends emerge in
the data center space. One is the development of ever larger facilities (hyper scale data centers) in
often remote locations with low temperatures and low energy costs & availability of power, and the
other is smaller facilities closer to the end customer (often referred to as 'Edge' data centers).
1. The development 'Hyperscale' facilities in often remote locations with low energy costs & access to
power
2. Edge facilities closer to the end customer are situated often in more dense urban areas
The CHC concept is intended to fit both trends. For (1) data centers in remote locations with near
hundreds of megawatts of thermal energy could attract other industries looking for low property
prices and cheap heat from carbon-free sources (e.g. greenhouses and aquacultures).
In urban areas the heating sector is one of the largest producers of carbon emissions. The integration
of several small scale CHCs (2) into buildings or heating grid could allow to supply heat without
additional carbon emissions. Furthermore, the density of cities and urban environments makes it
economically highly attractive to integrate separate systems. The CHC aims to share its' site with
other facilities needed for critical infrastructure. The ideal site is near or close to a power plant,
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utilizes existing fibre connections, includes a 5G antenna and feeds it's generated waste heat into a
nearby building or heating grid.

The CHC as a reference architecture
The CHC is an attempt towards a highly ecologically and economically desirable approach to
construct a modern data center and thereby setting the standard for future digital infrastructure. By
connecting the most innovative technology and concepts it is releasing less emissions into the
environment, contributing to solving the challenges of the energy transition while at the same time
saving costs and allowing for higher utilization rates of its servers.
The SDIA and its members continuously work on further enhancing this proposition with the
goal to make digital infrastructure scalable, cost efficient and sustainable for today and
tomorrow.
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